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Chapter 2: 

“Sitting still when faced with adversity allows the demons to catch you.  

Keep moving!” JPD 

This was a hard chapter for me to write. Essentially, in the first iteration of my memoir, 

this was a tell-all chapter about my childhood. My mother and I have talked at length about the 

dysfunctional home my siblings and I grew up in. Because of my dysfunctional home life, I was 

built upon a rickety platform. 

My oldest brother had ADHD, back in the day it was called Hyper Kinetic; he took 

Ritalin when it was first invented. He wasn’t the cause of our troubles, he only added to it. Our 

family was hectic because of him and in spite of him. It just didn’t function well. There were five 

of us, and we all brought our own recipe for disaster to the family table on any given day. I know 

I was a moody angry child, but that was because I was afraid and felt insecure most of the time. 

Nobody understood the motivation for my outbursts, so I added to the chaos as well.  

I found out at a very young age my parents weren’t perfect. A lot of kids do. But there 

was more, and this was where it’s hard for me because I don’t want to betray my parents who are 

very proud of me. I’ll leave you with this, I took the turmoil in my house and internalized it. I 

always wondered why my friends’ homes were more peaceful than mine. When my home was 

peaceable and we were all gathered and content, I prayed it would stay that way, but it didn’t.  

My parents are still married, and they love each other dearly. They did the best they could 

raising us, and I’m blessed that despite the turmoil I grew up with, they always provided for my 

siblings and I. We always had a roof over our heads, clean clothes on our backs, a warm meal 
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every night and we ate together as a family. I knew I was loved and cared for, but the unrest I 

was sensitive to left a mark.   

That being said, the byproduct of my home life was that I grew up with a lot of anxiety 

and trust issues. My dear friends all know if you’re in my life, it’s because I trust you. I’ve had 

too many friendships through the years deteriorate and burn me. When I love you, I love you 

entirely. The people in my life who have hurt me are now gone because as fully as I love, I also 

forgive. But, I only forgive so many times in order to protect myself. After that, you’re gone. I 

will say goodbye to you, because leaving with no explication hurts the other person. I’m not like 

that, but then I cut you out of my life.  

Now, onto the second hardest thing I’ve ever written. I am sharing this account of a 

vulnerable time in my life because the memory of this left me such a heightened state of anxiety 

leading up to my surgery. This event haunted me every day until I finally walked into Dartmouth 

Medical Center to have the tumor removed. Let me introduce you The Abyss: 

# # # 

I’m naturally caffeinated. When I used to drink coffee, and I made the mistake of 

drinking it after 10am on Monday, I was awake until Wednesday. However, after receiving my 

diagnosis, I just wanted to sit still; caffeine drained from my veins. My anxiety was heightened 

though, so I became a tired anxious person. I’m not sure my nerves were better or worse than the 

guy behind me in the diagnosis line, but I was drowning, so afraid of what lay ahead.  

After living with anxiety for nearly 45 of my 50 years on this earth, I feel as though we’d 

come to an understanding with one another. My caffeinated self is a result of learning to harness 

my nervous energy. Through the years, I learned ways to calm myself. If I couldn’t, my people 
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were always good about talking me down. They knew when I was about to blow. Post-diagnosis 

though, nobody could reach me on my ledge. 

As I was getting my lunch together on Thursday, the morning following my diagnosis, I 

remember saying to Jeff, “I wish my insides would stop being so wiggly; feels like centipedes 

are line dancing in my stomach.”  

He got up from his chair across the room, walked over and hugged me, “It’s going to be 

ok; I just know it.” As he spoke and wrapped his arms around me, I laid my head on his 

shoulder, momentarily halting the line dancing.   

For days following my bleak news, the wiggles made it hard to eat, and my mouth was 

perpetually dry. Never experiencing dry mouth before, I felt for the people in the Biotene 

commercial. I welcomed going to work or the gym at night, because it was part of my before 

diagnosis life, and a distraction. Until the day I walked into surgery, six weeks after I was 

diagnosed, I kept looking inside expecting the Abyss to open up and swallow me whole.  

# # # 

Please take another walk with me and allow me to introduce you to the Abyss, which 

entered my life in 1996 when I was 28, and was as unwelcome as a tumor diagnosis.   

The Abyss isn’t anxiety. It exists in concert with my anxiety and me. This demon 

heightened my post-diagnosis responses because I feared it would rear its ugly head again and 

eat me up. Jumpy, I kept hearing it whispering with the centipedes, my heart skipping a beat, 

fearful it would gain momentum and take me away before the surgery could save me. Let me 

share out first meeting.  
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In June 1996, after paying for childcare for a baby and 4 year old for a year, and finding 

it not lucrative, Jeff and I found the means for me to stay home fulltime. I approached this 

change with trepidation but also enthusiasm. Being a planner, I was worried about what I would 

do with my day-to-day when I didn’t have a routine. However, I knew how incredibly in love 

with my two little people I was; I wanted to spend all my time with them, cementing my desire to 

stay home. 

In the interest of full disclosure, I need to make it clear that some of the details from the 

day the Abyss crashed into my life are lost. However, the feelings, or lack thereof are permanent 

residents; they have tarnished over time with time, but I recognize them when they pop up. 

Within weeks of beginning my residence as a full-time mom, circa July 1996, I woke one 

morning. I can’t remember where Jeff was, but he wasn’t there. What I do remember clearly is 

feeling absolutely nothing. Normally upon waking, probably much like you, my mind hums. A 

fighter pilot prepping for flight, checklists being ticked before my eyes open. The CPU is 

humming, the ticker tape cranks out instructions at an alarming rate, and the tape has been 

popped into the VCR, 50 First Dates-esque, waiting for me to press play. That is how I wake 

every day, and it’s comforting, helping me cement my place in the world. The essence of my 

being.  

“I’m awake! What’s next?” Although on Mondays I usually curse when I realize it’s time to get 

out of bed, and then listen to the humming.  

That July morning, however, there was nothing but fathomless silence - no hum or tick; 

no press play. Head and body void of thought and feeling; it was eerily silent in my being. 

Completely and absolutely desolate. It was uncanny; if only I could have felt that. I can’t impress 
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upon you how disturbing this was. I was a void laying on my bed without an essence of being, 

waking in a vacuum.  

I rolled on my back, puffed my cheeks, blew it out, and began to take inventory. Closing 

my eyes, I went up into my head and saw the tattered bits of my subconscious. I inspected my 

CPU unit sitting on a dusty table. It appeared to be in working order, but then I saw the standby 

light weakly flashing an SOS. I pressed it; nothing. I followed the line from the CPU to the 

monitor; it was connected, but nothing happened when I tried to engage it. Walking over to my 

ticker tape machine sitting on the desk next to the CPU, I pressed start, it wheezed, spit out a 

piece of paper and seized. Finally, I found my VCR. The tape with today’s date was in it but 

melted. The plastic hung from the opening; the date sticker dangling like a piece of chewed gum 

from the warped bits that clung to the deformed opening. I was offline, but I wasn’t alarmed. I 

felt nothing, filled with emptiness. Is that even a thing?  

As I turned around to leave, taking another look around, I began to feel one sensation. It 

wasn’t a nice one. In the absence of emotion, I didn’t have a grip on identifying any at that 

moment. From my head, I felt the need to descend into my chest, feeling a little scratch inside it, 

but then the scratch fractured. Immediately abandoning that plan, I caught my breath, eyes flew 

open, clutched my chest, balled my shirt, and exhaled.  

The first sensation I felt since I woke was terrifying. Was that dread growing inside me? 

Yes! It was black, sticky, and oozed out of a fresh dark crater that just cracked my breastbone. It 

was deep; a fathomless pit into my being, and it was threatening to suck me in. I carefully peeked 

over the edge into it; there was no wind, just deathly calm and threatening. I gazed down and saw 

all the pieces of my mind there. My CPU, my ticker tape, my VCR; they were all there wrapped 
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up with my happy emotions and smiling faces of my children. I stared into that darkness for a bit 

and began to notice how precarious my perch was. 

The boundary of the Abyss was slick as slush. Wary of falling in, I fell on all fours and 

backed away. I wanted to cry; I wanted to be afraid; I wanted to scream and run, but I couldn’t. 

The only thing I felt was dread, and I now noticed a heavy pressure that replaced the spot 

previously occupied by my heart.  

Backing away from the edge, I began to will myself to form conscious thoughts. If my 

autonomic nervous system was shut down, I needed to forcibly move myself. I had to get up. I 

didn’t know about grounding yet, or the benefits of setting yourself on a solid surface to feel 

connected to the world, but that’s what I did. I sat up from my bed, put my feet on the floor, took 

a deep breath, and moved.  

I walked down the hall and saw my babies. The kids rooms are cross from her other, and 

I entered Colby’s first. He was in his little red toddler bed. I felt nothing when I saw him, but I 

consciously knew I loved him. I turned and took a step to Maddy’s room and saw her all tucked 

up in her crib. Again, felt nothing but forced love.  

I leaned my head against the doorframe for a moment, then turned on my heel and 

walked back to my room. I walked in, passed my bed and headed to the windows to twist open 

the green blinds. I need light in the room; maybe that would help. It was a beautiful sunny day. I 

paused for a moment to look at the green leaves that were parallel with the my view and sighed 

again. Turning, I headed to the bathroom. I got in the shower and stood there trying to feel any 

sensation resulting from the warm water washing over me.  
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Talking to myself, I recited my intentions for the day, “One, I’m a mom and my little 

people need me. Two, little people need to eat, be kept clean and need to play and be happy. 

Three, breakfast is the first meal of the day. Get dressed; feed the kids; dress them, and play with 

them. OK, I got this.” 

Getting out of the shower, I saw Colby at the bathroom door, “Maddy’s awake. She needs 

out.”  

“Ok little man. Let me get dressed and we’ll get her. OK?” 

Ignoring, “we’ll get her,” he spun around and said over his shoulder, “I’ll go tell her the plan and 

keep her company ‘till you come. Be fast,” and zoomed down the hall. I forced a smile and 

wished I felt anything from my favorite towhead’s visit, but I didn’t.  

We had breakfast and I dressed them. As that morning wore on, I began to think about 

laundry; it was a comfort for me then, and it still is. Laundry is a caring action. Being a person of 

action, laundry checks a lot of boxes on my happy list – it smells really good after it’s clean, and 

washing, drying and folding gives me a sense of accomplishment. Without real effort, I was able 

to keep my kids smelling and looking clean. Their rooms being clean make me feel good, so 

putting the laundry away adds to an orderly sense of well-bring. At that moment in time, not 

feeling anything, any active thing I could do to stir emotion was to my benefit. 

After my surgery, I was forbidden from doing laundry. There was the increased danger of 

hitting my head on my front-load washer and dryer, but I also wasn’t allowed to bend over. All 

the actions required to do laundry were off my list. That actually wore on me during my 

recovery, heightening my sadness and feelings of helplessness.  
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That day, I remember doing laundry and then setting up arts and crafts, lugging out the 

Little Tykes easel into the foyer for Colby to paint; I sat on the floor next to him with Maddy, 

who occupied her busy mat next to me. 

I liked to do arts and crafts in the foyer with the kids. It’s two stories and is very bright 

because it has a pallidum window. The floor is linoleum, in a blue and gray mosaic pattern, so it 

hides the paint stains I might have missed in clean up.  

“This is me, you, and Mads,” Colby said pointing to his latest creation adorned with three 

stick figures next to a brown line that he said was a tree. His next one was abstract, “It’s the 

ocean with lots of fishes,” he declared while swiping his brush with vigor in all directions, 

mounding shades of blue and black on the paper. I didn’t see any fishes, but waited for their 

appearance.  

At 14 months old, Maddy normally didn’t want to stay put long. She walked with some 

help, but generally wanted to scoot along the walls and furniture. Today, she sat content on her 

mat, hitting elements on it, gnawing on a toy, and randomly talking to Colby or me.   

As I tried to relax and immerse myself in the company of my kids, which normally 

effused me with joy, I became acutely aware of the absence of it; the Abyss stealing real estate in 

my chest and adding some panic to the miasma.  

I went to bed that night with dread snuggled up next to me in my vacuum. The next day, I 

called my doctor. After I made it through his nurse and convinced her to have him call me back, 

we talked. 

“Judy, Dr. Scott. You’re not doing so hot. What’s going on?” 
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I explained my story. 

“Do you feel safe at home? I have to ask. You and the kids aren’t in danger?” 

Pacing as we spoke, I did manage a small laugh, “No; no danger. I’m physically fine, 

mentally, not so much. I just don’t know where I went.” After saying that, the weight in my chest 

got heavier. Panic. 

My doctor speculated that because I had nursed my daughter for close to seven months, 

perhaps a combination of weaning down, my hormones coming back online, and the anxiety of 

drastically changing my life to stay home fulltime triggered a delayed postpartum depression. It 

was not knowing the origin of the Abyss that ate at me in the days leading up to my surgery, 

terrified it would happen again.  

“I’d like to put you on an anti-depressant and recommend counseling.”   

“I’m afraid to go on medication,” I blurted. “I’m afraid of it, but I will go to counseling. I 

don’t think I can do this alone.”  

He suggested medication a couple more times before we hung up, but I still refused. I had 

no idea what was happening to me, and I was so afraid of the side effects I might get from pills, 

so I couldn’t take them. It was nice to go to counseling though; she had no idea what happened to 

me either, but we talked through strategies to cope.  

Dread and panic were my constant companions for weeks after the Abyss arrived; it was 

a rough July. I looked into my chest very infrequently, but I couldn’t ignore the weight on it. 

Apparently one of the Heffalumps from my kids’ Winnie the Pooh books had escaped its 

bindings and taken up residence on my chest. 
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To find normalcy in my life, I created a routine, enrolling the kids in the Y for swim 

lessons, gymnastics, and we went to the lake a lot. I needed sunshine and freedom from my evil 

companions. The kids would nap in the afternoon, and I would take a beach chair and sit outside 

and read. This escape helped save me. 

You may notice that most of my recollection is the kids and I. It’s how I felt then, us 

against the Abyss. Jeff and I were in a young marriage, with young kids, and it strained us. He 

also had a long commute, usually getting home after dinner. The Abyss, which neither of us 

understood, taxed our relationship. I talked to him constantly about it, asking for advice or help, 

but he was admittedly at a loss, making me feel more alone. I withdrew to protect myself, adding 

to the strain. This was the first time our marriage was tested.  

I don’t remember when I started feeling happiness again, but it came in drips and drabs. I 

do remember in less than a week of my unexplained mood shift I started to wake with a hum 

again. However, within minutes of waking, Vincent Price would show up with a Heffalump. He 

laughing while descending into the Abyss, leaving the Heffalump to sit on my chest. In weeks, 

this happened less frequently or later in the day. Eventually the episodes were fewer and far 

between. Within four to five months, around the holidays, I was almost normal, only the 

occasional snigger from Vincent Price; the Abyss scabbing over.  

I have since built an observation platform around the Abyss. I can look into it safely. It 

still fills me with dread if I stay too long. Many happy years passed without any tangles with the 

Abyss. For years, I could think about it and talk about it without ramifications. However, in the 

two-three years leading to my diagnosis, I felt its pull again.  
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In December, 2016, just before the holidays, the Abyss opened a bit like a freshly healed 

cut and began to ooze. The family and I were watching A Christmas Story one night, and I felt 

the Heffalump plop on my chest and heard Mr. Price snigger.  

The next morning I was putting on my shoes, sitting in a kitchen chair. As I looked up I 

said to Jeff, who was making his coffee at the counter, “A smaller version of the Abyss is back.”  

He looked at me confused and didn’t say anything.  

I panicked a bit, feeling that separation from him I felt all those years ago and added, “I 

feel the complete opposite of happy. Does that make sense?” 

“I don’t know what that means.” He came over to me, hugged me, and I kept my head on 

his shoulder, steadying. I let out a breath and left for work.  

“He’s here,” I thought as I drove to work, “He will try to help this time.”  

What is the antithesis of happy? I can’t define that, but it’s more than sad, and it’s what I 

felt that December. I willed myself to enjoy the holidays and found peace on Christmas morning, 

but not joy.  

For most of the winter of 2017, the year before my diagnosis, I noticed I was 

“sundowning” at night, becoming agitated and unhappy like a toddler at dinner. I was truly afraid 

I had early onset Alzheimer’s disease, sharing that fear with Jeff frequently. Now I know why.  

The Abyss visited me in the weeks leading up to surgery, but more compact and easier to 

contain despite my heightened sense of fear. I hate that it is a part of me and when I can’t keep it 

under wraps. Work, the gym, working in the yard, walks after dinner, those were all distractions 
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from the Abyss and my anxiety, and if I kept moving, I knew I would be able to walk into that 

hospital for my surgery as ready as I could make myself.   

I have since wondered if the Abyss may have contributed to my tumor. I speculate the 

Abyss probably resulted from a hormone imbalance. None of my doctors know exactly where it 

came from. My neurosurgeon said my tumor was 10-12 years old when found. The Abyss was 

not my tumor. However, that drastic hormone flux may have set me up for the inevitable arrival 

of it.  

 

 

  


